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Abstract
The extraction of relevant knowledge from increasingly large collaborative information spaces is
one of the big challenges of our time. Although it is clear that the social and the information layer
of such systems are inherently coupled and thus inseparable, the question how ranking schemes in
information spaces are inuenced by the structure and dynamics of the social systems that create
them has been addressed at most partially. In this talk, we introduce results of a study in which we
quantied the social inuence on the semantic layer of two evolving collaborative information spaces.
We rst show that the position of contributors in the evolving collaboration structures of Open
Source Software communities allows to predict whether the community categorizes the contributed
information as useful. As a second example, we study a large-scale, time-stamped scholarly database of
collaborations and citations for four scientic disciplines and show that the structure of collaborations
is correlated with the patterns of future citations. Our preliminary results highlight the necessity to
analyze, model and design information systems from a systems perspective that integrates both the
social and the semantic layers of collaborative information spaces.
The extraction of relevant knowledge from increasingly large collaborative information spaces like the
World Wide Web (WWW), scholarly publication databases, Online Social Networks (OSNs) or collaboration platforms is one of the big challenges of our time. Apart from technical challenges in the storage,
processing and retrieval of the associated huge amounts of data, the design of suitable measures that

rank information in terms of relevance to the information need of a given user is of particular importance. In order to deal with the overabundance of information, a number of dierent approaches have
been developed that intend to establish reasonable schemes to lter and rank information according to
its relevance and the reputation of its source. Among the most successful ones are those measures that
are based on a network perspective on linked information, like e.g. Web pages referring to each other or
scholarly publications citing each other. Based on this perspective, network-based ranking mechanisms
like, e.g., Google's

PageRank algorithm or collaborative ltering schemes have proven to be extremely

successful in the extraction of relevant information from large information repositories.
Nevertheless, the currently observable convergence of social and technical systems raises a number of important and novel issues [1]. Knowledge spaces like, e.g., the WWW are created, organized and consumed
in an increasingly collaborative fashion by groups of humans interacting on short time scales, a process
commonly subsumed under the umbrella of social computing or social information processing. Although
it is clear that the social and the information layer of such systems are inherently coupled and thus
inseparable, the question how ranking schemes in information spaces are inuenced by the structure and
dynamics of the social systems that create them has been addressed at most partially. At the same time,
the question how pieces of information are linked to each other, ranked and ltered not only aects the
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ability of individuals or organizations to access information in a timely, objective and transparent manner. It is also of prime importance for society as a whole since notions of relevance in networks of linked
information a) are increasingly inuenced by social processes and b) can be an important driver of social
dynamics themselves. The resulting feedback between the social and the semantic layer of collaborative
knowledge spaces questions to what extent current network-based information ranking measures - even
though they are dened algorithmically - can actually be seen as objective or fair. As a consequence, the
design of information systems and the denition of information ranking methods has a social, political
and ethical dimension that is often underestimated [2, 3].
In this talk, we introduce results of a study in which we quantied the social inuence on the semantic
layer of two evolving collaborative information spaces: We rst show that the position of contributors
in the evolving collaboration structures of Open Source Software communities allows to predict whether
the community categorizes the contributed information as useful [4, 5]. As a second example, we study a
large-scale, time-stamped scholarly database of collaborations and citations for four scientic disciplines
and show that the structure of collaborations is correlated with the patterns of future citations. We thus
conclude that ranking measures that are based on the semantic layer of such collaborative information
spaces are necessarily inuenced by the structure and dynamics of the underlying social system. On the
other hand, semantic structures of information systems (like e.g. citations and resulting notions of scientic success) inuence future social structures and thus generate a feedback process. Our preliminary
results highlight the necessity to analyze, model and design information systems from a systems perspective that integrates both the social and the semantic layers of collaborative information spaces. We will
introduce associated research challenges as well as approaches that promise to be suitable to tackle them.
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